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IntroductIon
Standing on the ridge, Captain Jones had what he felt to be an unusual experience. From his prominence he 
could see both armies laid out before him, like so many toy soldiers arrayed across the countryside. Away 
to the left stood the British army, arrayed in long lines, colours snapping in the brisk breeze. The gunners 
seemed to be busy preparing their pieces and across the back a long column of cavalry trotted into position.
Across the valley, the French were preparing. Column after column marched into position, cavalry moving 
here and there without seeming plan. The artillery were struggling with their heavy guns, pushing them across 
the muddy ground, lining them up and bringing forward shot and shell for the forthcoming fight.
Soon enough the battle would begin, cannon balls flying and soldiers dying. Clouds of sulphurous smoke 
drifting across the battlefield hiding the carnage from view. It was probably high time he returned to his 
battalion to take his place amongst the contestants in this vast and glorious struggle, but the spectacle demanded 
one last look before he mounted his horse and set off.

Revolutionary Wars is an attempt to model on the table
top the battles of the late Eighteenth Century and 
the early Nineteenth Century, roughly the period 
from the American War of Independence through 
the French Revolutionary Wars and Napoleon’s 
wars, through to the various wars that followed. 
As I want to recreate the tactical challenges of the 
period, the basic unit is the battalion, with a player 
commanding a division of several brigades, perhaps 
a dozen battalions.

As I’ve learned more about the period, one of the 
things that has constantly surprised me is just how 
flexible and fluid tactics were, even those of suppos
edly conservative and hidebound armies. The need 
for closeorder drill and geometric formations has 
often overshadowed the subtleties and sophistica
tion of  the armies of  the period.
Likewise, the posturing and rampant nationalism of  
many histories hide many of  the more interesting 
features of  the battlefields of  the period. Perhaps the 
best example of  this is the French cavalry charges 
at Waterloo. English histories tell us both that the 
charges were futile and stood no chance of  success, 
yet at the same time, that the British Army (usual-
ly ignoring their erstwhile allies) barely withstood 

the onslaught, and that the battle was a ‘close-run 
thing’. Something is amiss here, as both statements 
cannot be true.
In Revolutionary Wars, I’ve attempted to dig into the 
actual events and find accounts from all sides to 
re create the tension and challenges of  the battles in a 
deeper way than that presented in popular histories. 
At the same time, I’ve tried to keep the game easy to 
learn and play, and fast-paced so that you can finish a 
good-sized battle in a couple of  hours.
The rules are generally quite conventional, harking 
back to the early days of  wargaming in many ways 
rather than relying on innovative turn structures or 
clever initiative or command mechanisms. The focus 
is instead on keeping the sweep of  battle flowing 
quickly so that the commander’s decisions have an 
immediate impact as they react to the enemy and 
attempt to control the flow of  a rapidly-chang-
ing battle.
The important part isn’t the detail of  each how each 
interaction is modelled. Rather, the key is that the 
outcome of  each clash or interaction should match 
what history tells us, regardless of  how the rules 
get there.
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PrIncIPles
Revolutionary Wars is above all a game to be played 
amongst friends. While I have attempted to cover 
most of the situations that will come up in your 
games, it is impossible to anticipate everything. In 
the likely event that you do find yourself unsure 
as to how to proceed, discuss the matter with your 
opponent and come up with what you think seems 
the best solution for the situation that faces you.

If you can’t agree on a solution, toss a coin to decide, 
then get back to the game. There’ll be plenty of time 
to dissect the game afterwards and come to a more 
measured response for future games, or to take the 
discussion to the Internet and ask the opinions of 
others. For now though, playing the game is the 
order of the day.

Die Rolls
All dice used in the game are standard six-sided 
dice found in most board games. As such, the score 
required to succeed will be expressed as 4+ or 2+ or 
some similar value. The indicated number and any 
higher rolls indicate success.

MoDifieRs
In some cases, the score required will be modified 
by circumstances, with penalties shown as +1 and 
bonuses as -1. These are added to the score required 
before rolling the dice. As an example, if  the score 
required is 3+, but there is a penalty of  +1, then 
the score required will be 4+, so a roll of  4, 5, or 
6 will succeed.

AutoMAtic success oR fAiluRe
If  the score required is modified to 1 (or less), 
the outcome is certain since any roll will succeed. 
Likewise, if  the score required is modified to 7 or 
more, the result will always be a failure, since a die 
cannot roll higher than 6.

Re-Rolls
Sometimes the rules will require you to re-roll suc-
cesses or failures. In these cases, simply discard the 
result and roll the die again.
In some circumstances there might be multiple rea-
sons to re-roll a die. However, once re-rolled that 
result is final and the die cannot be re-rolled again.
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Your ArmY
Artillery boomed, drowning out General Girard’s words as he addressed his adjutant. He paused to watch as 
his division formed up for battle. The battalions swinging over the hill and into position. Two brigades, one 
behind the other, eight battalions of the best infantry in Spain. His six guns boomed again, balls smashing 
into the Spanish ranks across the low dip. Polish lancers cantered off to the right, pennants snapping in the 
breeze. Turning back to his adjutant, Girard repeated his earlier words, ‘If the rain holds off for an hour, the 
battle is ours.’

Your army usually corresponds to a large brigade 
or small division or equivalent-sized force of  about 
3-5000 soldiers under the command of  a general. 
This force will usually be broken down into several 
Brigades, each of  several Battalions.

BRigADes
In this game, a Brigade refers to a group of  Battalions 
under a single commander.
Some armies, such as the Prussian Army in the later 
part of  the Napoleonic Wars, have large regiments 
grouped into divisional-sized brigades. In this case, 
each regiment is treated as a Brigade in the game and 
the historical brigade is treated as a division.

BAttAlions
Battalions are the tactical unit of  the revolutionary 
wars. They usually operate as a single entity, although 
they can send detachments to hold important terrain 
features or to reinforce other battalions. 
Some armies, such as the Austrian Army, have large 
battalions that operate as three smaller ‘divisions’. In 
this case, each division is treated as a Battalion.
Battalions come in three types:

 ● Infantry Battalions,
 ● Cavalry Squadrons, and
 ● Artillery Batteries.

infAntRy BAttAlions
Infantry battalions are the core of  most armies. Most 
battalions are made up of  musket-armed soldiers 
formed in close ranks, shoulder to shoulder. Most 
infantry brigades also have a single composite battal-
ion made up of  all of  the skirmishers in the brigade. 
Their job is to protect the line infantry from enemy 
skirmishers and to harass the enemy line infantry.

cAvAlRy squADRons
Whereas infantry regiments are divided into battal-
ions, cavalry regiments are normally divided into 
squadrons. Where the rules use the term Cavalry 
Squadrons, they refer to Battalions of  cavalry.
Like the infantry, most cavalry brigades usually have 
a composite squadron of  skirmishers. A Brigade 
with both infantry and cavalry skirmishers will have 
a composite battalion of  each.

ARtilleRy BAtteRies
Most guns are grouped into batteries, the equivalent 
of  the infantry’s battalions. Where the rules use the 
term Artillery Batteries, they refer to Battalions of  
Artillery.
Some artillery is assigned as Battalion Guns to 
Infantry Battalions or Cavalry Squadrons. These 
guns form part of  the Battalion they are attached to.
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PlAtoons
Historically, battalions were reorganised before battle, 
transforming the logistical structure of  companies 
into a tactical structure of  equal-sized ‘platoons’. this 
allowed them to form into the necessary geometrical 
formations of  the period.
Revolutionary Wars uses the term Platoon to refer to a 
single stand of  troops, regardless of  size or compo-
sition. This is purely to have a flavourful term rather 
than the bland ‘stand’.
Platoons come in four types:

 ● Generals
 ● Infantry
 ● Cavalry, and
 ● Artillery.

centRe PlAtoons
Every Battalion has a Centre Platoon modelled 
with its commanding officer, standards, and musi-
cians. This is always in the front and centre of  any 
formation.
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BAsIng
Each Platoon is contains a set number of  figures on 
a single base.

BAse sizes
Revolutionary Wars uses four base sizes:

 ● Small — 25mm x 32mm
 ● Medium — 32mm x 50mm
 ● Large — 50mm x 64mm
 ● Vehicle — 50mm x required depth

geneRAls
There are two types of  Generals:

 ● BRigADe geneRAls command a brigade. They a 
are based with 2 figures (usually on horseback) on 
a medium base facing the wide edge.

 ● DivisionAl geneRAls command players’ entire 
forces. They are based with 3-4 figures (usually on 
horseback) on a large base facing the wide edge.

Generals have considerable latitude in choosing their 
own uniform and who they have as aides, so your 
Generals are excellent opportunities for modelling 
dioramas and little vignettes.

DIVISION GENERAL

Three or four mounted figures on a wide large base.

BRIGADE GENERAL

Two mounted figures on a wide medium base.
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infAntRy
There are three types of  Infantry Platoons:

 ● line infAntRy fight shoulder-to-shoulder in 
three ranks of  close-order infantry (e.g. French 
line battalions). They are based with 4 figures in 
two ranks on a small base facing the narrow edge.

 ● light infAntRy fight shoulder-to-shoulder in 
two ranks of  close-order infantry. This can be 
infantry fighting as a two-rank line (e.g. British 
line battalions), light infantry with skirmishers 
deployed (e.g. Prussian fusilier battalions), or line 
infantry deploying the third rank as skirmishers 
(e.g. Austrian line battalions skirmishing). They 
are based with 4 figures in two ranks on a small 
base facing the wide edge.

 ● MoB infAntRy fight in loose masses. They 
lack the discipline to either form ranks or to 
skirmish (e.g. French revolutionaries, Royalist  
counter-revolutionaries, Russian peasant levies, 
Indian Badmash or Turkish ??? volunteers, 
or freed Haitian slaves). They are based with 
4 figures scattered on a medium base facing the 
narrow edge.

 ● skiRMish infAntRy fight in open order, fighting 
as individuals (e.g. Russian jagers skirmishing). 
They are based with 1 figure on a small base 
facing the wide edge.

LINE INFANTRY

Four figures on a narrow small base.

LIGHT INFANTRY

Four figures on a wide small base.

MOB INFANTRY

Four figures on a narrow medium base.

SKIRMISH INFANTRY

One figure on a wide small base.
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cAvAlRy
There are four types of  Cavalry Platoons:

 ● line cAvAlRy fight boot-to-boot in two ranks 
of  close order cavalry (e.g. British dragoon guard 
squadrons). they are based with 2 figures on a 
medium base facing the narrow edge.

 ●

 ● light cAvAlRy fight in two ranks of  close 
order cavalry, although more spaced out than line 
cavalry (e.g. Austrian hussar squadrons). they are 
based with 2 figures on a medium base facing the 
wide edge.

 ● skiRMish cAvAlRy fight in open order (e.g. 
Russian cossack squadrons). They are based with 
1 figure on a medium base facing the wide edge.

LINE CAVALRY

Two mounted figures on a narrow medium base.

LIGHT CAVALRY

Two mounted figures on a wide medium base.

SKIRMISH CAVALRY

One mounted figure on a wide medium base.
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ARtilleRy
There are three types of  Artillery Platoons:

 ● fielD ARtilleRy operates as independent bat-
teries under the command of  the general (e.g. 
French horse artillery batteries). They are based 
with 1 gun or rocket launcher and 4-5 figures on 
a large base facing the narrow edge.

 ● RegiMentAl ARtilleRy forms part of  an 
infantry battalion or cavalry squadron, with the 
infantry or cavalry providing most of  the crew 
(e.g. Austrian battalion guns). They are based 
with 1 gun or rocket launcher and 3-4 figures on 
a medium base facing the narrow edge.

 ● ARtilleRy liMBeRs replace horse artillery 
platoons when they are moving. They are based 
with 1 artillery limber and gun on a medium base 
facing the narrow edge and extended as deep as 
necessary.

Note: foot artillery limbers are not usually modelled 
as the guns are usually man-handled around the bat-
tlefield for the short distances they usually move.

ARTILLERY LIMBER

One limber on a narrow long base.

FIELD ARTILLERY

One gun and four or five figures on a narrow large base.

REGIMENTAL ARTILLERY

One gun and three figures on a narrow medium base.
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BAttAlIon cArds
Story comparing two battalions
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FormAtIons
Cantering down the slope, Picton reigned in alongside Pack, his senior brigadier. Despite the occasional 
cannon ball flying over the ridge, he was pleased to see Pack’s battalions were formed up as if on parade, the 
redcoated soldiers standing tall, shoulder to shoulder, rank after rank in their close columns.
Bylandt’s Netherlanders lining the hedges atop the ridge were still firing steadily, but outnumbered by the 
massed French columns, were not going to be able to hold much longer. Their left wing was looking decidedly 
ragged and might give way at any moment.
‘Form line and be ready to charge the French if they come through the hedge’, he ordered, spurring his horse 
towards Kempt’s brigade. Behind him, Picton could hear orders barked and drums rolling as Pack’s men 
prepared to fight.

There are six basic formations that a Battalion 
can assume:

 ● Line
 ● Double Line
 ● Skirmish Line
 ● March Column
 ● Attack Column
 ● Square

line
Line has the best firepower, but is vulnerable to 
flanking attacks.
In Line, a Battalion has its Centre Platoon in the 
centre and the other Platoons evenly distributed on 
either side in a single rank.

DouBle line
Light and Skirmish Infantry Battalions may form a 
Double Line two Platoons deep. This reduces their 
firepower, but allows them to match the solidity of  a 
Line Infantry Battalion – particularly useful if  under 
cavalry attack.

DOUBLE LINE

Light or Skirmish Infantry Platoons arranged in two 
ranks with the Centre Platoon in the centre of the 
front rank.

LINE

Platoons arranged in a single rank with the Centre 
Platoon in the centre.
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skiRMish line
Battalions in Line (and Skirmish Infantry Battalions 
in Double Line) may space out their Platoons up to 
a base width apart to cover a greater frontage and 
reduce their susceptibility to enemy fire.

A Skirmish Line may bend to follow the edge of  a 
Terrain feature such as a wood or stream.

Troops defending an obstacle (see page 36) must 
be in Skirmish Line.

RefuseD AnD ADvAnceD Wings
A Battalion in Line may Refuse or Advance one end of  
its Line by moving it backwards or forwards by up to 
90 degrees (using a Change Formation Action). This 

is useful to protect an exposed flank or to concen-
trate firepower against a small target.
While it has a Refused or Advanced wing, it will move 
as if  it is in Square formation.

MARch coluMn
March Column is useful for manoeuvring through 
confined spaces and along roads.
A March Column has all of  a Battalion’s Platoons 
lined up one after another with the Centre Platoon at 
the front. Unlike other formations, a March Column 
will ‘snake’ if  the Battalion follows a curved path.

SKIRMISH LINE

Platoons arranged in one rank with up to a base 
width between Platoons. The Centre Platoon is in 
the centre of the front rank.

SKIRMISH LINE FOLLOWING TERRAIN

A Skirmish Line is the only way to conform to 
terrain, and the only way to defend an obstacle.

LINE WITH REFUSED WING

A Line may swing a flank backwards as 
a Change Formation Action. Having 
done so, it moves as a Square.
Refusing a wing gives a line some flank 
protection without giving up as much 
shooting as forming square would.

LINE WITH ADVANCED WING

A Line may also swing a flank 
that is not threatened forwards 
to focus its efforts on opponents 
engaging a neighbouring battalion.

MARCH COLUMN

Platoons arranged in a single file with the Centre 
Platoon in the front.

March Columns can 
snake to avoid obstacles.
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AttAck coluMn
Attack Column is useful for manoeuvring and is 
generally proof  against flanking attacks. It is a good 
formation for reserves as it is easy to change into any 
other formation from an Attack Column.
In Attack Column, a Battalion has its Centre Platoon 
at the front in the centre and the other Platoons 
exactly three ranks deep (or four ranks deep if  Light 
Infantry Platoons), evenly distributed on either side. 
If  the Battalion has just two Platoons, they will form 
a single column.

squARe
Square has the best defence against cavalry attack 
when the flanks are open, but is unsuitable for 
launching a charge.
A Square has the Centre Platoon to the front and 
the remaining Platoons in three ranks forming a solid 
block behind it facing outwards. A Square must have 
at least four Platoons in it.

SQUARE

Platoons arranged facing outwards in a compact square 
with the Centre Platoon in the centre at the front.

ATTACK COLUMN

Platoons arranged in multiple ranks with the Centre 
Platoon in the centre of the front.

Attack Columns must 
be three ranks deep…

…except for Light 
Infantry who must be 
four ranks deep.
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unequAl RAnks
If  a Formation cannot form with equal ranks, it may 
have the front ranks one Platoon stronger than the 
rear ranks.

BAttAlion ARtilleRy
Infantry Battalions and Cavalry Squadrons that 
include Artillery Platoons place the artillery on the 
front right flank of  the Battalion.

MultiPle BAttAlion foRMAtions
Battalions from the same Brigade may form one large 
Formation rather than several smaller Formations. In 
most cases, this just means positioning the Battalions 
side-by-side (or nose-to-tail for March Columns) 
and activating them together. Double Line, Attack 
Column, and Square are a little more complex.

DouBle line AnD AttAck coluMn
Battalions in Double Line or Attack Column may 
form up with the rear rank stronger than the front 
rank to fill a gap in the rear rank of  a neighbouring 
Battalion. To break the Formation, the Battalions 
simply move apart, rearranging their ranks to make 
the front rank the stronger if  necessary.

squARe
To form a two-Battalion Square, both Battalions must 
already be forming a multi-Battalion Formation. 
They then form a normal solid square with the 
Platoons of  both Battalions. The Battalions must 
take a Change Formation Action to leave the Square.
Three or more Battalions can form a Brigade Square 
by forming Line or Double Line at right angles to 
each other to make a giant square.

UNEQUAL RANKS

All ranks must be as equal as possible, with the rear 
ranks being weaker if necessary to maintain the 
required depth.

MULTI-BATTALION LINE

Form up Battalions sidebyside. Battalions may fill 
gaps in rear ranks of neighbouring Battalions.

MULTI-BATTALION SQUARE

Form up two Battalions as a single solid square.

BATTALION ARTILLERY

Artillery that is part of an Infantry Battalion or 
Cavalry Squadron sits on the right of the front rank.
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order & dIsorder
Von thomA’s men were taking a pounding, firing at muzzle flashes through the blinding white smoke and 
taking fire from the French, invisible in the smoke although just 30 metres away. As another French volley 
tore into the ranks, men fell or staggered back out of the line. The sergeants shouted at the survivors to close 
ranks, pushing the thirdrank men forward to plug the gaps. The officers were yelling themselves hoarse, 
encouraging the men to keep going, to hold on and fire just one more volley. 
How little of my lovely battalion will be left when this was all done, Von Thoma wondered. An age ago, but 
perhaps less than 15 minutes before, his battalion had stood there, solid as a rock as the French advanced 
toward them. The men had responded like clockwork to the order to shoulder arms as the French got closer, 
had fired as one when the order came. The first rank of the advancing French was mowed down as if by a 
scythe. The column had staggered, halted, and begun to fire back.

A Battalion is always in one of  three degrees of  
Order: Solid, Shaken, or Shattered.

soliD
A Battalion that is Solid has its soldiers well-ordered 
in the ranks and ready to follow any order. If  it takes 
casualties, the sergeants will quickly close the gap, 
minimising the effect on the Battalion as a whole.

Re-Roll fAileD Die Rolls
Solid troops re-roll all failed die rolls, except for 
Firepower rolls.

MARking A BAttAlion As soliD
You can show that a Battalion is Solid by advancing 
the Centre Platoon by half  of  its depth, or by placing 
a Solid marker with the Centre Platoon.

shAken
A Shaken Battalion has lost some of  its cohesion. 
It is still willing to advance, but is no longer quite as 
well ordered.

shAtteReD
A Battalion that has been Shattered has suffered 
some form of  shock that has disrupted its normal 

functioning. The ranks are wavering and the sergeants 
need to re-establish control before the Battalion can 
advance again. If  subjected to another shock, the 
Battalion may flee the field.

Re-Roll successful Die Rolls
Shattered troops re-roll all successful die rolls, 
except for Rally, Firepower and Reform rolls.

PeRMitteD Actions While shAtteReD
A Shattered Battalion may only take Shoot and 
Reform Actions.

MARking A BAttAlion As shAtteReD
You can show that a Battalion has been Shattered 
by reversing the Centre Platoon, or by placing a 
Shattered marker with the Centre Platoon.

Being DisoRDeReD
If  a Battalion is Disordered, it becomes Shaken if  it 
was Solid, or Shattered if  it was Shaken. If  it was 
Shattered, it remains Shattered.
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turn sequence
A. Start of  Turn
 1. Check Brigade Morale
 2. Check Victory Conditions.
 3. Place Ambushes.
 4. Roll for Reserves.
B. Select a Brigade to Activate
 1. Move Brigade General up to 16”/40cm
 2. Select Battalions to Activate.
	 	 a.	 Perform	first	Action.
  b. Declare second Action.
  c. Opponent Reacts.
  d. Perform second Action.
 3. Repeat for remaining Battalions in the Brigade.
 4. Move Brigade General up to 32”/80cm
C. Repeat for the player’s remaining Brigades.
D. Then it is the opposing player’s turn.

stArt oF turn
At the start of  their turn, a player checks to see 
whether any of  the brigades will break and run, then 
whether they have won the game. If  neither of  these 

has occurred, then they will place any ambushes they 
have and roll to see whether any reserves they have 
arrive on the battlefield.

check BRigADe MoRAle
Any Brigade that is reduced to a single Battalion 
(either on table or in Reserve) breaks and is Destroyed 
at the start of  its next turn. Remove the last surviving 
Battalion and the Brigade General from the game.

If  a player is left with no Brigades on table or in 
Reserve, they lose the game.

check victoRy conDitions

PlAce AMBushes

Roll foR ReseRves
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ActIvAtIng BrIgAdes
When a player Activates a Brigade, they move its 
General up to 16”/40cm.
They then Activate all of  its Battalions, either indi-
vidually or in groups. If  the Activating Battalions are 
not all within 6”/15cm of  their General when they 

are Activated, they may not take a Move Action as their 
second Action. 
After all of  a Brigade’s Battalions have Activated, the 
General may move up to 32”/80cm. 

ActIvAtIng BAttAlIons
hen a player Activates one or more Battalions, 
they choose to take up to two Actions with those 
Battalions. All of  the selected Battalions take the 
same Actions and do so at the same time.
If  the selected Battalions take two Actions, any 
enemy Battalions within 12”/30cm of  them may 
React before the second Action.

Once the selected Battalions have completed 
their Actions, the player selects another group of  
Battalions and repeats the process, continuing until 
all of  the Brigade’s Battalions have been completed 
their Actions.

ActIons
The Actions that a Battalion can take are:

 ● Move (page 19),
 ● Charge (page 23),
 ● Shoot (page 37),

 ● Change Formation (page 44),
 ● About Face (page 47),
 ● Reform (page 40), and
 ● Spike Guns (page 40).

reActIons
The Reactions that a Battalion can make are:

 ● Shoot (page 50),
 ● Countercharge (page 51), and 
 ● Change Formation (page 52).
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move ActIon
En Avant! Colonel Bachelu ordered his column to advance. Drum rolls relayed the order to his captains, who 
shouted the command to their men. Six hundred men stepped off to the beat of the drums. Left, Right, Left, 
Right. A steady pace that kept their ranks straight and true.
The range was long, but that wasn’t stopping the Austrian gunners from trying their luck. Every so often a cannon 
ball would smash a lane through the ranks, leaving men mangled and screaming on the ground. The ranks 
closed across the gaps without pause, the men behind stepping over or around their less fortunate comrades.
Halfway to the Austrian lines, the column halted as each rank in turn pushed its way through a hedge, 
reforming on the other side, then stepping off again. The ground began to rise, the men leaning into the fire 
as if into a strong wind, but still the ranks were straight and his troops in good order.

A Move Action allows Battalions to change its posi-
tion on the battlefield. 
A Battalion must be Solid or Shaken to take a 
Move Action.

Moving in the oPen
When a Battalion takes a Move Action while in the 
Open, each Platoon moves up to its Move in Open 
movement distance, regardless of  its Formation.

Moving thRough teRRAin
If  any of  a Battalion’s Platoons move into or through 
Terrain, or start moving in Terrain, the Battalion’s 
Platoons can only move up to its Move In Terrain (Line, 
Double Line, Skirmish Line, March Column, Attack 

Column, or Square) movement distance, depending 
on its current Formation.

MOVING IN THE OPEN MOVING THROUGH TERRAIN

Formation doesn’t change a Battalion’s 
Move distance when moving in the open. 
They all move at the same speed.

Move distance depends on a Battalion’s 
Formation when moving through terrain.

Line Line

Attack 
Column

Attack 
Column

Square Square

March 
Column

March 
Column
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Moving infAntRy AnD cAvAlRy
An Infantry Battalion or Cavalry Squadron may move 
in any direction and end its movement facing in any 
direction, as long as each Platoons ends the move-
ment forward of  its initial position.

Moving BAckWARDs 
If  any Platoon in an Infantry Battalion or Cavalry 
Squadron will end its movement behind the position 
it started, then no Platoon  in the Battalion may move 
more than 4”/10cm.

skiRMisheRs Move fReely
Skirmishers and Battalions in Skirmish Line can 
move freely in any direction, backwards or forwards.

BAttAlion ARtilleRy
Artillery Platoons in an Infantry Battalion or Cavalry 
Squadron move at the same speed as the rest of  the 
Battalion.

MOVING FORWARDS

Battalions can move and face in any direction, as 
long as all Platoons end their move in front of their 
original position.

MOVING BACKWARDS

Platoons can only move 4”/10cm if they end the 
movement behind their current position.

SKIRMISHERS MOVE FREELY

Skirmish Platoons and Battalions in Skirmish Line 
can move freely forwards or backwards.

BATTALION ARTILLERY

An Artillery Platoon that is part of an Infantry 
Battalion or Cavalry Squadron moves at the same 
speed as the rest of the Battalion.
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Moving ARtilleRy
An Artillery Battery is the opposite of  an Infantry 
Battalion or Cavalry Squadron in that may move in 
any direction and end its movement facing in any 
direction, as long as each Platoon ends the move-
ment behind of  its initial position. If  any Platoon in 
the Artillery Battery ends its movement ahead of  its 
starting position, then no Platoon in the Battery may 
move more than 4”/10cm.

ARtilleRy liMBeRs
When an Artillery Battery that includes Artillery 
Limbers moves more than 4”/10cm in an Action, 
place the Artillery Limbers as if  they are towing the 
guns. At other times, the Limbers form a second 
rank behind the Field Artillery Platoons.

MoveMent neAR oR thRough otheR BAttAlions
Moving neAR eneMy BAttAlions
A Battalion may not move within 2”/5cm of  an enemy 
Battalion during a Move Action.

Moving neAR eneMy geneRAls
If  a Battalion moves within 2”/5cm of  an enemy 
General, the General immediately moves up to 
16”/40cm in any direction, then the Battalion contin-
ues its move. If  the Battalion comes within 2”/5cm of  
the General in its continued movement, the General 
is captured and removed from the game.

Moving thRough fRienDly tRooPs
If  a Battalion moves through a friendly Battalion, it 
can only move up to its Move In Terrain (Line, Double 

Line, Skirmish Line, March Column, Attack Column, or 
Square) movement distance. A Battalion must be able 
to move completely through a friendly Battalion to 
start doing so.
The Battalion (or Battalions being moved through 
will be Disordered (see page 16) as a result.

Moving While out of coMMAnD
If  a Battalion is not within 6”/15cm of  its 
General when it is Activated, it may not Move as its 
second Action.

MOVING ARTILLERY

An Artillery Battery may move backwards at 
full speed, but cannot move more than 4”/10cm 
forwards in an Action.

MOVING THROUGH FRIENDLY TROOPS

Move through friendly Battalions at Move Through 
Terrain speed. Any Battalions moved through are 
Disordered.

Disordered Disordered
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Moving ARounD teRRAin
AvoiDing teRRAin While in line
A Battalion in Line formation may changing into 
Assault Column or March Column formation and 
back again while moving (see page 45). This allows 
it to narrow its frontage to pass through a defile 
between two terrain pieces without slowing down.

PARt WAy AcRoss A lineAR oBstAcle
If  a Battalion cannot completely cross linear Terrain 
such as a hedge or a wall, place the part that fits 
over the obstacle across it, and the rest waiting to 
cross. Next time the Battalion moves, the remainder 
of  the Battalion can cross, now moving at its Move 

in Open speed.

occuPying BuilDings
An Infantry Battalion can only enter and occupy 
buildings while in Skirmish Line formation. Cavalry 
Squadrons and Artillery Batteries cannot enter 
buildings.
A building can hold as many Platoons as can fir on 
the ground floor. However, only as many Platoons 
as can fit around the ground floor perimeter can fire 
out or fight. Upper floors can have one Platoon firing 
from each opening, but these Platoons cannot fight 
in an assault.

AVOIDING TERRAIN WHILE IN LINE

Battalions can freely change between Line, Attack 
Column, and March Column while they move.

PART WAY ACROSS AN OBSTACLE

If a Battalion ends its move straddling an obstacle, 
place the part that could not cross behind the 
obstacle, but treat it as across.
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chArge ActIon
Walking backwards, waving his sword in time to his troops singing La Marseillaise, Commandant Libreville 
smiled. So far his battalion had taken remarkably few casualties as they advanced through the kneehigh grass 
and spring flowers and their timing was going to be perfect. Turning back to face the enemy as the last words 
rang out, he shouted, ‘En avant mes enfants! Au pas de charge!’
His battalion followed him, shouting and cheering, as he ran towards the enemy, standing there, muskets 
readied. Their officers shouted some word of command, lost in the din of battle, and the muskets lowered.
Offering a word of prayer, Libreville flinched as their volley crashed out in a wall of flame. Surprised as ever 
when the buzzing musket balls left him untouched, he looked along the line to see his men running past the 
unfortunates brought down by the enemy’s fusillade, bayonets lowered and faces contorted with fear and rage.
The enemy were hastily lowering their bayonets, shocked that their fire had not stopped his charge. Grinning 
like a maniac, Libreville pointed his sword at a young officer who visibly paled and took a step back as he tried 
to adopt the guard pose he’d been taught. The grizzled old officer simple swept his sword aside and barrelled 
into him, shoulder first, knocking him back into the sergeant behind him. Everywhere, men were stabbing 
and parrying, shouting, screaming, and dying. Then, without warning, the enemy turned and fled, his men 
halloing and shouting behind them. Victory! The day was theirs!

1. Charge into Contact
2. Enemy Tests to Stand
 a. Battalions that fail Break and Run
 b. Chargers Pursue
3. Chargers Test to Stand and Fight
 a. Battalions that fail Break and Run
4. Melee
 a. Roll to Hit
 b. Roll Saves
5. Return to 2.

A Charge Action allows Infantry Battalions and 
Cavalry Squadrons to move into contact with enemy 
Battalions and attack them with swords, bayonets, 
lances, and other melee weapons. 

A Battalion must be Solid or Shaken to take a 
Charge Action.
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1. chARge into contAct
When a Battalion takes a Charge Action, it moves its 
Charge Move distance forward, directly into contact 
with one or more enemy Battalions (or as close as 
possible given terrain, etc.).

MAking Positive contAct
The charging Battalion must end its charge movement 
with either:

 ● the Battalion being charged directly in front of  
its Centre Platoon and the adjacent Platoons on 
either side (if  there are any), or

 ● the Centre Platoon and the adjacent Platoons 
on either side (if  there are any) of  the Battalion 
being charged directly in front of  the Battalion.

chARging MultiPle BAttAlions
When a Battalion charges an enemy Battalion, it also 
charges all other enemy Battalions within 2”/5cm in 
front of  it.
If  the Battalion makes positive contact with one of  
these additional enemy Battalions, they are treated in 
the same way as the first Battalion that was charged.
If  the Battalion does not make positive contact, 
it has clipped the enemy Battalion. A Battalion that 
has been clipped without any positive contact from 
a charging Battalion is more likely to stand and fight 
than normal (see Enemy Tests to Stand and Fight 
on page 27).

CHARGE INTO CONTACT

A Battalion moves its Charge Move distance into 
contact with an enemy Battalion…

…or as close as it can get if there is terrain in the way.
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MAKING POSITIVE CONTACT

The enemy Battalion must be directly in front of the 
Centre Platoon and the Platoons on either side of it…

…or the enemy Centre Platoon and the Platoons on 
either side of it must be directly in front of the Battalion.
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chARging thRough teRRAin
If  any part of  the Battalion charges into or through 
Terrain, or starts the charge in Terrain (whether a single 
or multiple terrain features), , or charges a Battalion 
behind an obstacle it is Disordered. The charge will con-
tinue, even if  this, results in the Battalion becoming 
Shattered.

cAvAlRy chARging thRough teRRAin
When a Cavalry Platoon (or any other Platoon that 
does not have AUTO as its Charge Across Terrain 
number) charges into or through Terrain, or starts the 
charge in Terrain (whether a single or multiple terrain 

features), or charges a Battalion behind an obstacle, 
roll a die:

 ● If  the score equals or exceeds its Charge Across 

Terrain number, it crosses the Terrain safely.
 ● Otherwise, the Cavalry Platoon is Destroyed.

Remember to re-roll failed rolls to charge across 
terrain if  the charging Battalion was Solid at the 
start of  the Charge Action.

If  any Platoons are Destroyed in this way, the Cavalry 
Squadron becomes Shattered, but continues the 
charge. If  none of  the Cavalry Platoons manage 
to contact the Battalion being charged, the Charge 
Action ends.

CAVALRY CHARGING THROUGH TERRAIN

Cavalry charging across terrain must roll their 
Charging Across Terrain number or are destroyed.
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CHARGING MULTIPLE BATTALIONS

 The Battalion makes a positive charge on the first 
enemy Battalion with the enemy Centre Platoon and 
adjacent Platoon both covered by the charge.

 The second 
Battalion is within 
2”/5cm so is also 
being charged. It is 
not a positive charge, 
so it will reroll 
its tests to stand 
and fight.

 

2”/5cm

Charging Battalion
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chARging eneMy geneRAls
If  a Battalion’s charge movement brings it within 
2”/5cm of  an enemy General, the General immedi-
ately moves up to 16”/40cm in any direction, then the 
Battalion continues its charge. If  the Battalion comes 
within 2”/5cm of  the General in its continued charge 
movement, the General is captured and removed 
from the game.

MultiPle BAttAlions chARging
If  multiple Battalions are Activated together, one 
charges into contact with an enemy Battalion. The 
next Battalion then charges into contact with the same 
enemy Battalion or another within 2”/5cm of  one 
that is being charged.
This is repeated for all of  the Activated Battalions 
as they charge the same Battalions as the others, or 
extend the fight to include additional Battalions.

MULTIPLE BATTALIONS CHARGING TOGETHER

 The first Battalion charges as normal.
 The second Battalion must charge the same enemy 
Battalion, or an enemy Battalion within 2”/5cm of it.

 The third Battalion charges another enemy Battalion 
within 2”/5cm of the second, as well as the second 
enemy Battalion.

  
2”/5cm

2”/5cm

Charging Battalion Charging Battalion Charging Battalion
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2. eneMy tests to stAnD AnD fight
Once the charging Battalions have moved into con-
tact, the owning player rolls a die for each Battalion 
being charged:

 ● If  the score equals or exceeds its Stand if Charged 

from Front or from Flank (Line, Double Line, Skirmish 

Line, March Column, Attack Column, or Square) 
number (depending on the direction of  the attack 
and its formation ) modified by the charging 
Battalion’s Shock Bonus if Charging (Line, Double 

Line, Skirmish Line, March Column, Attack Column, 
or Square) number depending on its formation, it 
will stand and fight.

 ● Otherwise, the enemy Battalion will break and run 
and the charging Battalion will pursue.

Remember to re-roll failed rolls to stand and fight if  
the Battalion being charged is Solid, and to re-roll 
successful rolls stand and fight if  the Battalion 
being charged is Shattered.

cliPPeD By A chARge
A Battalion that was only clipped by a charge against 
another target (see Charging Multiple Battalions on 
page 24), it is more likely to stand. In this case:

 ● A Solid Battalion will always stand and fight.
 ● A Shaken Battalion will re-roll failed rolls to 

stand and fight.
 ● A Shattered Battalion does not need to re-roll 

successful rolls to stand and fight.

chARgeR’s shock Bonus
The score needed to stand and fight is modified by the 
Shock Bonus if Charging (Line, Double Line, Skirmish Line, 
March Column, Attack Column, or Square) number, 
depending on the formation of  the charging Battalion.

no shock in suBsequent tests
The Shock modifier does not apply for subsequent 
tests to stand and fight if  the enemy does not break 
and melee ensues.

chARgeD in the flAnk
A Battalion charges an enemy Battalion in the Flank if:

 ● it began its charge with its Centre Platoon on the 
Flank of  the enemy Battalion, and

 ● it contacted the Flank of  the enemy Battalion.
A Battalion that has been charged in the Flank uses the 
Stand if Charged from Flank number otherwise it uses 
the Stand if Charged from Front number.

the flAnk of A BAttAlion
The Flank of  a Battalion is everything behind a line 
extending at 45 degrees from the front corner.

choosing to BReAk AnD Run
A Battalion may choose to break and run rather than 
rolling. If  it does so, its platoons are less likely to 
scatter and disperse (see Scattering Platoons on 
page 28).

CHARGED IN THE FLANK

The charging Battalion’s Centre Platoon starts its 
charge on the flank …

… and the Battalion contacts the flank of the enemy 
Battalion, the enemy will use its Stand if Charged 
from the Flank number.

Front

Flank

Enemy Battalion
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ENEMY TESTS TO STAND AND FIGHT

The score needed for the Battalion being charged 
to stand and fight is its Stand if Charged from Front 
number for being in Attack Column, …

…modified by the charging Battalion’s Shock Bonus 
if Charging number for being in Line.

Enemy Battalion
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BReAk AnD Run
A Battalion that breaks and runs:

 ● becomes Shattered,
 ● changes formation into Attack Column, 
 ● turns to face the opposite direction (unless 

charged from the rear), and
 ● moves straight ahead at full speed, dodging obstacles 

and remaining 2”/5cm from enemy Battalions.
A broken Battalion will not avoid friendly Battalions.. 
Instead, it will move through them and disorder them 
(see Being Disordered on page 16).

shAtteReD BAttAlion Routs if it BReAks
A Battalion that is already Shattered when it 
breaks and runs is Destroyed and removed from the 
table after it has moved and disordered any friendly 
Battalions in its path and after the enemy has pursued.

scAtteRing PlAtoons
The owning player then rolls one die for each 
Platoon in the Battalion. For each score lower than  
the Battalion’s Rally from Rout number, a Platoon is 
Destroyed. 
Re-roll failed Rally from Rout rolls if  the Battalion is 
within 6”/15cm of  its Brigade or Divisional General.

If  a Battalion is not pursued (see Pursuing Off  the 
Table on page 32), its Platoons may re-roll failed 
Rally from Rout rolls.

Rolls against a Battalion’s Rally from Rout number 
are not re-rolled for being Shattered, as a 
Battalion will always be Shattered at the time.

choosing to BReAk AnD Run
A Battalion that chose to break and run rather than 
rolling will re-roll l failed Rally from Rout rolls.

BREAK AND RUN

A Battalion that fails to stand and fight will become Shattered, 
form into an Attack Column, turn about face, and run away.

The broken Battalion 
will move straight 
through friendly 
Battalions, disordering 
them as it does so.

The broken Battalion 
will avoid enemy 
Battalions, staying 
2”/5cm away from them.

2”/5cm
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Charging Battalion

Friendly Battalion

Broken Battalion Broken Battalion

SCATTERING PLATOONS

Roll for each Platoon, needing the Battalion’s Rally 
from Rout number to avoid destruction of a Platoon.
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WiPeD out
If  a Battalion that breaks and runs is reduced to one 
or two Infantry Platoons or one Cavalry Platoon, 
it is Destroyed and removed from the table after 
it has moved and Disordered any friendly Battalions 
in its path.

Running off the tABle
If  a broken Battalion’s move would take it off  (or 
partly off) the table, the owning player rolls a die:

 ● If  the score equals or exceeds its Rally from 

Rout number, the Battalion halts at the edge of  
the table.

 ● Otherwise, the Battalion flees the battle and is 
Destroyed.

Re-roll failed Rally from Rout rolls if  the Battalion is 
within 6”/15cm of  its Brigade or Divisional General.
If  a Battalion is not pursued (see Pursuing Off  the 
Table on page 32), its Platoons may re-roll failed 
Rally from Rout rolls.

Rolls against a Battalion’s Rally from Rout number 
are not re-rolled for being Shattered, as a 
Battalion will always be Shattered at the time.

RUNNING OFF THE TABLE

If a Battalion would 
run off the table, 
roll a die needing 
the Battalion’s 
Rally from Rout 
number to avoid 
the destruction of 
the Battalion.

Charging Battalion
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oveRRunning ARtilleRy
When an Artillery Platoon breaks and runs, it is 
marked as being Overrun. The Artillery Platoon 
remains where it is, although the charging Battalion 
pursues as if  the artillery had turned and fled.
An Overrun Artillery Platoon may not take any 
Actions until it is Recovered by a friendly Battalion. 
An Overrun Artillery Platoon is treated as a 
Terrain Obstacle for movement.
An Overrun Artillery Platoon cannot be Charged, 
is not affected if  caught up in a Charge, and cannot 
be hit by Shooting.

Enemy Battalions may take a Spike the Guns Action 
to prevent the guns from being Recovered. and pos-
sibly to turn them against their previous owners.

RecoveRing oveRRun ARtilleRy
A friendly Battalion Recovers an Artillery Platoon 
that has been Overrun when it Activates while 
within 4”/10cm of  the Artillery Platoon and there 
are no enemy Battalions that are able to charge the 
Platoon with their next Action.
Once recovered, the Artillery Platoon can function 
as normal, although the Artillery Battery will be 
Shattered.
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PuRsuing A BRoken eneMy
If  a charging Battalion is no longer in Contact with 
any enemy Battalions after they broke and ran having 
failed in their rolls to stand and fight, it will pursue the 
broken enemy Battalions. The pursuing Battalion is 
disordered and moves its Charge Move distance directly 
towards the nearest broken Battalion.

cAtching the eneMy
If  a pursuing Battalion contacts a broken enemy 
Battalion, the broken Battalion is Destroyed.

PuRsuing into A fResh BAttAlion
If  a pursuing Battalion contacts an unbroken enemy 
Battalion, treat it as a fresh charge. The enemy 
Battalion cannot React, and immediately tests to stand 
and fight.

only PuRsue once
A Battalion may only pursue once in an Action. If  it 
breaks a second enemy Battalion after pursuing into 
it, the Battalion becomes Shattered, but remains in 
place and does not pursue.



PURSUING A BROKEN ENEMY

If the enemy break and run, the Battalion moves its 
Charge Move towards them.

If it catches 
the enemy, 
they are 
destroyed.
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PURSUING INTO A FRESH BATTALION

If the pursuit carries a Battalion into a new enemy 
Battalion, treat it as a fresh charge. The enemy do 
not React and immediately test to stand and fight.

DISORDERED
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Enemy Battalion
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PuRsuing off the tABle
If  a Battalion is pursuing a broken Battalion that ran off  
the table, it moves towards the point where the broken 
Battalion left the table. If  that movement takes it off  
(or partly off) the table, the owning player rolls a die:

 ● If  the score equals or exceeds its Control Pursuit 

number, the Battalion halts at the edge of  
the table.

 ● Otherwise, the Battalion chases the enemy off  
the battlefield and is Destroyed and removed 
from the game.

Remember to re-roll failed rolls to Control 
Pursuit if  the pursuing Battalion is Solid, and to 
re-roll successful rolls to Control Pursuit  if  the 
pursuing Battalion is Shattered.

contRolling PuRsuit
If  the owning player does not want a Battalion to 
pursue, they roll a die:

 ● If  the score equals or exceeds its Control Pursuit 

number, the Battalion will remain in place and 
not pursue. As it did not pursue, it is not dsordered.

 ● Otherwise, the Battalion must pursue. 

Remember to re-roll failed rolls to Control 
Pursuit if  the pursuing Battalion is Solid, and to 
re-roll successful rolls to Control Pursuit  if  the 
pursuing Battalion is Shattered.

no PuRsuit
If  a Battalion is not pursued, its Platoons may re-roll 
failed Rally rolls to be Destroyed or avoid running 
off  the table.



PURSUING OFF THE TABLE

If a Battalion would pursue the enemy off the table, 
roll a die needing the Battalion’s Control Pursuit 
number to avoid the destruction of the Battalion.

Pursuing Battalion

CONTROLLING PURSUIT

If a Battalion does not want to pursue, roll a die 
needing the Battalion’s Control Pursuit number to 
remain in place and is not disordered.
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3. chARgeRs test to stAnD AnD fight
If  a charging Battalion is still in Contact with one 
or more enemy Battalions after they have rolled to 
Stand and Fight, it must test to Stand and Fight itself. 
Roll a die:

 ● If  the score equals or exceeds its Stand if Charged 

from Front (Line, Double Line, Skirmish Line, March 

Column, Attack Column, or Square) number 
depending on its formation, it will stand and fight.

 ● Otherwise, the charging Battalion breaks and runs. 
The Battalions being charged do not pursue.

Remember to re-roll failed rolls to Stand and 
Fight if  the charging Battalion is Solid, and to 
re-roll successful rolls to Stand and Fight if  the 
charging Battalion is Shattered.

cAvAlRy BReAk thRough
When charging Cavalry break and run, they do not 
change formation, nor about face before moving. Instead, 
they retain their current formation and move straight 
ahead up to their Charge Move distance through the 
enemy Battalions being charged, avoiding any enemy 
Battalions that are not being charged. If  they cannot 
avoid enemy Battalions, they will move into contact 
with them treating it as a fresh charge.

The enemy Battalion will not pursue a Cavalry 
Squadron that has breaks though it.
Once a melee has been fought, Cavalry break and run 
as normal. They do not break through the enemy if  
they fail subsequent tests to stand and fight. 

CHARGERS TEST TO STAND AND FIGHT

If the enemy stand and fight, the charging Battalion 
must test. The score needed is its Stand if Charged 
from Front number for being in Line.

If it fails, it will break and run.

SHATTERED

Charging Battalion Enemy Battalion

CAVALRY BREAK THROUGH

Cavalry that fail to stand and fight break through the 
enemy rather than turning and running.

SHATTERED

Charging Battalion
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4. Melee
If  both sides stand and fight, both side now fight a 
melee. Every Battalion that is charging or has been 
charged now rolls to hit, then every Battalion that was 
hit rolls saves.

chARgeRs Roll to hit
Each charging Battalion rolls one die for each Platoon 
in the front rank of  the Battalion that:

 ● has an enemy Platoon from a Battalion that is 
being charged directly in front of  it, or 

 ● is adjacent to a Platoon with an enemy Battalion 
that is being charged directly in front of  it.

The effect is as follows:
 ● If  the score equals or exceeds its Strike to Front 

number, the Platoon hits the Battalion directly in 
front of  it.

 ● Otherwise, it has no effect.

Remember to re-roll failed rolls To Hit if  the 
charging Battalion is Solid, and to re-roll successful 
rolls To Hit if  the charging Battalion is Shattered.

eneMy Rolls to hit
Each Battalion being charged rolls one die for each 
Platoon that:

 ● is directly in front of  a charging enemy Platoon, or 
 ● is adjacent to a Platoon that is directly in front of  

a charging enemy Platoon.

If  a Platoon from the front rank has any charging 
enemy Platoons are in its Front Arc, it uses its Strike 

to Front number, otherwise it uses its Strike to Flank 
number. A Platoon contacted on its corner rather tan 
its front face always uses its Strike to Flank number.

CHARGERS ROLL TO HIT

Any charging Platoons in the front rank with a 
Battalion being charged in front of it, and Platoons 
adjacent to these, roll to hit.

Charging Battalion
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ENEMY ROLLS TO HIT

Any Platoons being charged that are in front of the 
charging Battalion, and Platoons adjacent to these, 
roll to hit.

Charging Battalion
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STRIKE TO FRONT OR STRIKE TO FLANK

Platoons from the front rank with enemy in front of 
them use their Strike to Front rating. Other Platoons 
use their Strike to Flank rating.

Strike to 
Front

Strike to 
Flank

Charging Battalion

Enemy Battalion
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The effect is as follows:
 ● If  the score equals or exceeds its Strike number, 

the Platoon hits the nearest charging Battalion.
 ● Otherwise, it has no effect.

Remember to re-roll failed rolls To Hit if  the 
Battalion being charged is Solid, and to re-roll suc-
cessful rolls To Hit if  the Battalion being charged 
is Shattered.

Roll sAves
Once both sides have rolled to hit, both sides roll 
saves for any hits they have received.
The owning player rolls a die for each hit scored on 
one of  their Battalions:

 ● If  the score equals or exceeds the Melee Save 
number of  the Battalion, the hit causes no harm.

 ● Otherwise, a Platoon is Destroyed.

Remember to re-roll failed Save rolls the target 
Battalion is Solid, and to re-roll successful Save 
rolls the target Battalion is Shattered.

Casualties are removed from the flanks of  the forma-
tion, balancing the casualties on each flank to keep 
the Centre Platoon in the centre of  the formation, 
If  there is a choice, the owning player decides which 
Platoons are Destroyed.

WiPeD out
If  a Battalion is reduced to one or two Infantry 
Platoons  or one Cavalry Platoon, it is Destroyed and 
removed from the table. 
Treat the Battalion as having broken and run in the 
following Enemy Tests to Stand & Fight step, so the 
enemy will pursue.







ROLL TO HIT

Any rolls at least equal to the Platoon’s Strike rating 
score a hit on the enemy.

Charging Battalion
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ROLL SAVES

Each Battalion rolls a die for each hit scored on it, 
needing its Melee Save to avoid having a Platoon 
Destroyed 

Casualties are removed 
evenly from the flanks 
of the Battalion.

Charging Battalion
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5. RePeAt
All Battalions that charged or were charged are now 
disordered.
The sequence now returns to 2. Enemy Tests to 
Stand & Fight.

The charging Battalions’ Shock modifier does not 
apply to this and subsequent tests to stand and fight.
Cavalry do not break through the enemy if  they fail 
subsequent tests to stand and fight. Once a melee has 
begun, they break and run to the rear as normal.

DefenDing oBstAcles
Must be in Skirmish Line or Double Skirmish Line 
to defend an obstacle. Defenders improve their 

Stand and Fight number by 4 [or to a fixed number?]. 
Attackers automatically disordered.

DefenDing A BuilDing
Or a tall wall. Attackers must be in Skirmish Line or 
Double Skirmish Line as well.

soft gRounD
Charges across soft ground and deep snow have no 
Shock.
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shoot ActIon
His face and hands were black as a chimney sweep’s, his shoulder felt like it’d been kicked by a horse, and 
he hated the taste of sulphur as he bit the bullet off another cartridge, pouring a pinch of powder into the pan 
before pouring the rest down the burning hot barrel of his musket, yet Bob Fletcher still stuffed the paper into 
the barrel and spat the bullet in after and rammed them home before shouldering his musket and firing again.
There was no way of knowing if he hit anything, the stinking smoke was far to thick, the flashes of the French 
muskets barely visible in the haze. The buzz of their musket balls and the dull thumps as they occasionally hit 
home, dropping a fellow redcoat moaning or screaming, were all to audible though, even in the hellish racket. 
Bob wondered if perhaps the French fire was slackening, or maybe he was just deafened. The balls buzzing 
past seemed to be getting fewer. Perhaps they were winning the fight.
Fletch had just fired once more when he realised that the drums were pounding out the Cease Fire. As the 
thunder of musketry suddenly died away, the drums changed to the Charge. With a shout that echoed down 
the line, he lowered his bayonet and charged into the flashing fog. 

1. Determine Target Platoons
 a. Check Swept Ground
 b. Check for Intervening Terrain
2. Roll to Hit
3. Roll Saves
4. Roll Firepower
5. Disorder the Target

A Shoot Action allows Battalions to engage the enemy 
with muskets and artillery, causing casualties and 
sowing disorder in the enemy ranks.
A Battalion may take a Shoot Action while Shattered, 
although it may not be very effective.

ARtilleRy fiRe As cAnnon oR hoWitzeR
An Artillery Battery can fire as Cannon, firing round 
shot at long range and cannister at short range, or 
as Howitzers, lobbing explosive shells at the enemy. 
Each of  these has a separate line in the weapons 
section of  the card. A player may choose to shoot an 
Artillery Battery as one or the other each turn.
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1. DeteRMine tARget PlAtoons
All Platoons, friendly or enemy, within a shooting 
Battalion’s Swept Ground that are in Line of  Sight 
will be hit by the Battalion’s shooting.

check sWePt gRounD
When a Battalion takes a Shoot Action, it will sweep the 
ground in front of  it with fire. Anything in the Swept 
Ground (friend or foe) is likely to be hit.

infAntRy AnD cAvAlRy
An Infantry Battalion or Cavalry Squadron will sweep 
a rectangular area in front of  it out to its maximum 
Range, hitting not just the first target, but potentially 
any behind it as well. 

squARes
The Swept Ground of  a Battalion in Square or with 
a Refused Wing extends directly in front of  each 
Platoon that fires, and if  a corner platoon fires, it 
may also include the space out to the diagonal line of  
the corner of  the Formation. This allows a Square to 
sweep the ground in all directions. Be careful not to fire 
on adjacent friendly Squares, though!

ARtilleRy fiRing As cAnnon
An Artillery Battery that fires as Cannon sweeps the 
ground from the first target in front of  it to 8”/20cm 
behind that target.
An Artillery Battery may elect to ignore Skirmishers 
and Battalions in Skirmish Line and target troops 
behind them if  it wishes.

SWEPT GROUND —SQUARES

The Swept Ground of a Square may be either just 
the area in front of it, or it may include the diagonal 
area of the corner as well.

Shooting Battalion

SWEPT GROUND —INFANTRY

The Swept Ground of an Infantry Battalion 
covers the area directly in front of it out to its 
maximum Range.
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Swept Ground

SWEPT GROUND —ARTILLERY FIRING AS CANNON

The Swept Ground of an Artillery Battery firing as 
Cannon extends from the first target in front of it to 
8”/20cm behind that point.

Artillery may 
ignore Skirmishers 
between it and its 
chosen target.
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Shooting Battery
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ARtilleRy fiRing As  hoWitzeRs
An Artillery Battery that fires as Howitzers can 
choose any range up to its maximum (provided the 
point is visible to the Battery) as the start of  its swept 
ground, and sweeps the ground up to 8”/20cm beyond 
that point.

skiRMisheRs
Unlike other Battalions, a Battalion of  Skirmishers 
or a Battalion in Skirmish Line does not produce 
the volume of  fire needed to sweep a large area of  
ground ahead of  it. Instead, each Platoon targets 
the nearest enemy Platoon not yet targeted by their 
Battalion, and that enemy Platoon is the extent of  its 
Swept Ground.

holDing fiRe
In some circumstances you may not want an entire 
Battalion to shoot, if  a friendly Battalion would be 
in its Swept Ground. In that case, you may hold fire 
with some Platoons in the Battalion, subtracting the 
area in front of  them from the Swept Ground.

SWEPT GROUND —SKIRMISHERS

When skirmishing, Platoons target the nearest 
enemy Platoon not yet targeted by their Battalion.
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SWEPT GROUND —HOLDING FIRE

Platoons within the Battalion may hold their fire to 
avoid hitting friendly troops.
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Swept Ground

SWEPT GROUND —ARTILLERY FIRING AS HOWITZERS

The Swept Ground of an Artillery Battery firing as 
Howitzers extends from the chosen point to 8”/20cm 
beyond that point.
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Shooting Battery
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check foR inteRvening teRRAin
Tall Terrain between the shooting Battalion and an 
enemy Battalion blocks the Swept Ground from 
penetrating more than 2”/5cm into or through it.   

Skirmish Platoons and Platoons in Skirmish Line 
ignore trees and woods etc. within 2”/5cm when 
determining their Swept Ground.

INTERVENING TERRAIN

Tall terrain blocks the Swept Ground after 2”/5cm.
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INTERVENING TERRAIN—SKIRMISHERS

Skirmishers can see through Tall terrain within 2”/5cm.
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Swept Ground

Other 
troops 
can 
only see 
2”/5cm 
through 
Tall 
terrain.
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2. Roll to hit
The shooting player rolls a die for each enemy Platoon 
in the Swept Ground. The score needed to hit is 
based on the shooting Battalion’s Accuracy number 
for the Range.

Remember to re-roll failed rolls To Hit if  the 
shooting Battalion is Solid, and to re-roll successful 
rolls To Hit if  the shooting Battalion is Shattered.

conceAleD tARget
A Platoon is a Concealed Target if  it is within or 
behind Tall or Short Terrain.

Skirmishers ignore Terrain within 2”/5cm of  
themselves when determining whether a target is 
Concealed.

 ● Add +1 to the score needed to hit a 
Concealed Target.

tARget on A hill
A Platoon on a Hill is harder to hit with relatively 
low-velocity weapons. Musketry tends to fall short 
and cannon balls embed themselves in the hillside 
rather than bouncing through the target line.

 ● Add +1 to the score needed to hit a Target 
on a Hill.




ROLL TO HIT

Roll a die for each Platoon in the Swept Ground, 
needing the Battalion’s Accuracy number at that 
range to hit.
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Swept Ground

CONCEALED TARGET

Increase the score needed to hit Platoons in or 
through terrain by +1.
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TARGET ON A HILL

Increase the score needed to hit Platoons on a hill 
by +1.
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3. Roll sAves
The owning player rolls a die for each hit scored on 
one of  their Battalions:

 ● If  the score equals or exceeds the Shooting Save 
number of  the Battalion, the hit causes no harm.

 ● Otherwise, a Platoon is at risk and the shooting 
player will need to roll against their Firepower to 
Destroy it.

Remember to re-roll failed Save rolls the target 
Battalion is Solid, and to re-roll successful Save 
rolls the target Battalion is Shattered.

4. Roll fiRePoWeR
The shooting player now rolls a die for each 
failed save:

 ● If  the score equals or exceeds the Firepower 
number of  the shooting Platoon, one enemy 
Platoon is Destroyed.

 ● Otherwise, the shooting failed to cause enough 
damage to have a lasting effect..

Do not re-roll Firepower tests, regardless of  the 
state of  the shooting Battalion.

ReMoving cAsuAlties
Casualties are removed from the flanks of  the forma-
tion, balancing the casualties on each flank to keep 

the Centre Platoon in the centre of  the formation, 
If  there is a choice, the owning player decides which 
Platoons are Destroyed.

WiPeD out
If  a Battalion is reduced to one or two Infantry 
Platoons or one Cavalry Platoon, it is Destroyed and 
removed from the table.

Re-Roll AgAinst foRtificAtions
If  a Battalion is behind a wall, in a building, or in 
a Fortification, the shooting player must re-roll all 
successful Firepower rolls against it unless shooting 
with Artillery firing as Howitzers.


 



ROLL SAVES ROLL FIREPOWER

Each Battalion rolls a die for each hit scored on it, 
needing its Shooting Save to discard the hit.

The shooting player then rolls a die for each 
remaining hit, needing their Firepower to Destroy 
a Platoon.

Casualties are removed 
evenly from the flanks 
of the Battalion.

Enemy Battalions Enemy Battalions
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5. DisoRDeR the tARget
If  a target Battalion received at least one half  as 
many hits as it had Platoons at the start of  the turn, 
it is disordered.

If  a target Battalion receive at least as many hits as 
it has Platoons at the start of  the turn, it becomes 
Shattered.

MultiPle shoot Actions
A Battalion that takes two consecutive Shoot Actions 
rolls twice to hit each Platoon in its Swept Ground.
Aside from this, a Platoon only needs to roll to be 
hit by shooting once in any player’s turn. If  it is in 
the Swept Ground of  several Battalions, the shooting 
player may choose which one will roll to hit it (unless 
it is a friendly Battalion accidentally caught in the 

Swept Ground, in which case the opposing player 
chooses which Battalion will roll to hit it).

cRossfiRe
If  a Platoon is in the Swept Ground of  at least two 
Battalions whose fronts form at least a right angle, 
the shooting player re-rolls any failed rolls To Hit it.

RePlenishing skiRMisheRs
Losses to Skirmish Battalions may be replaced 
from any Line or Light Platoon in the Brigade 
within 12”/30cm. 
Each Line or Light Infantry Platoon removed 
will return up to four Infantry Skirmish Platoons 
removed as casualties to the Skirmish Battalion.
Each Line or Light Cavalry Platoon removed will 
return up to two Cavalry Skirmish Platoons removed 
as casualties to the Skirmish Battalion.
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chAnge FormAtIon ActIon
Having smashed against the square like the sea against a rocky outcrop, the French cuirassiers were retreating 
like the ebbing tide. Their backplates gleamed in the sun as their silver helmets and red plumes bobbed as 
their horses trotted down the slope.
‘Reform Line—Quick March!’ Colonel Erskine shouted, barely heard over the din of battle. The battalion 
unfolded from the square in which it had sheltered from the French horsemen and swung into a long line.
‘Ready—Present —Fire!’ the colonel’s shouted words were instantly dwarfed by the volley that crashed out, 
balls twanging off drawn swords and clanging off armoured backplates, bringing down several of the retreating 
Frenchmen.
Foreign trumpet calls halted the cuirassiers and turned them right about by threes, reversing their direction, 
ready to charge the British infantry once more. Too slow! The British colonel had already ordered ‘Form 
Square Four Deep—Double March!’ By the time the trumpets sounded ‘Au Pas de Charge’, spurring the 
cavalry back up the slope, a square, bristling ranks on ranks of bayonets, awaited them again.

A Change Formation Action allows Battalions to change 
from one formation to another.
A Battalion will always maintain the same Formation 
until it takes a Change Formation Action or changes its 
Formation as part of  a Move Action or when breaking 
and running in response to a Charge Action.

chAnging foRMAtion
When a Battalion changes formation with a Change 
Formation Action, its Centre Platoon remains in place 
and the rest of  the Battalion adopts a new Formation 
around it.
A Battalion that is Shattered may not change 
formation.

CHANGING FORMATION

The Centre Platoon remains in place while the rest 
of the Battalion change formation around it.

From Line to Square

From Attack Column to Line

From Line to Skirmish Line From Attack Column to Skirmish Line

From Line to Double Line

From Line to Refused Flank
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chAnging foRMAtion on the Move
A Battalion can change formation from Line to March 
Column or Attack Column or from March Column 
or Attack Column to Line as part of  a Move Action.
A Battalion can change between these formations 
repeatedly while moving so as to avoid terrain 
or friendly troops (see Moving around Terrain 
on page 22).

line to AttAck coluMn on the Move
Changes to and from Attack Column are done as 
normal with the Centre Platoon remaining in place 
and the other Platoons adopting the new Formation 
around it. The change may happen at any point in the 
Move Action.

LINE TO ATTACK COLUMN ON THE MOVE

Battalions can freely change from Line to Attack 
Column while moving.

ATTACK COLUMN TO LINE ON THE MOVE

Battalions can freely change from Attack Column to 
Line while moving.
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line to MARch coluMn on the Move
Changes to and from March Column can be con-
ducted the same way, or the Centre Platoon can trade 
places with one of  the Platoons at the end of  the 
Line, then all Platoons rotate to face it forming a 
March Column.

line to skiRMish line on the Move
A Battalion can change formation from Line to Skirmish 
Line or from Skirmish Line to Line as part of  a 
Move Action. 

A Battalion can do one or other of  these in its turn, 
but not both.
Changes to and from Skirmish Line are done as 
normal with the Centre Platoon remaining in place 
and the other Platoons adopting the new Formation 
around it. The change may happen at any point in the 
Move Action.

LINE TO MARCH COLUMN ON THE MOVE (2)
Battalions can freely change to and from Line to 
March Column while moving.

…or can swap the 
Centre Platoon 
to the flank of the 
Battalion, then move 
off from there.

LINE TO MARCH COLUMN ON THE MOVE (1)
Battalions can freely change to and from Line to 
March Column while moving.

Battalions 
can change 
formation on 
the Centre 
Platoon…

SKIRMISH TO LINE ON THE MOVE

… change from Skirmish Line to Line while moving, 
but not both in the same turn.

LINE TO SKIRMISH ON THE MOVE

Battalions can change from Line to Skirmish Line 
while moving, or…
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ABout FAce ActIon
Things were not going well. Even a lowly soldier like Ivan could see that. The Turkish cavalry were swarming   
everywhere, chasing the dragoons hither and thither. Ivan’s battalion was marching at the rear of the brigade, 
and unless the general got a move on, the Turks would ride around behind them and cut the battalion 
to pieces.
It was with some relief then, that Ivan heard the order shouted “Change Front to the Rear on the Centre!”.
As the flanking battalions wheeled into position, his company countermarched. Each soldier turned to the 
flank and marched around the back of the battalion to take position on the other flank. It was a complicated 
manoeuvre, but on they’d been drilled on time and again.
“Eyes Front!”, yelled Captain Dubrovnik as soldiers fearfully craned their necks to stare at the onrushing 
Turks, wandering out of line or bumping into the next soldier in line.
“Front, turn! Halt! Dress Up!”, the Turks were now less than 300 arshin away and speeding up. “Dress Up! 
Dress Up!”, Dubrovnik harried his men into a tight formation, closing the brigade square.
As the Turks reached 100 arshin, the order came, “Prepare to receive cavalry!”, quickly followed by 
“Present, Fire!”.
A tight, disciplined volley crashed out, smashing horsemen from their saddles, turning aside the onrushing tide.

An About Face Action allows a Battalion to change its 
facing to the rear or any other direction.
A Battalion that is Shattered may not take an About 
Face Action.

Turn the Battalion on the spot so that it occupies 
(as close as possible) the same space facing in any 
direction.

LINE ABOUT FACE

A Battalion can rotate on the spot to face in any 
direction as an About Face.

COLUMN ABOUT FACE

A Battalion can rotate on the spot to face in any 
direction as an About Face.
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reForm ActIon
A Reform Action allows a Battalion recover from 
disruptions, returning it to Shaken or Solid.
When a Battalion takes a Reform Action, roll a die:

 ● If  the score is less than or equal to the Battalion’s 
Reform from Disorder (Line, Double Line, Skirmish 

Line, March Column, Attack Column, or Square) 
number, the Battalion becomes Solid if  it was 
Shaken or Shaken if  it was Shattered.

 ● Otherwise, the Battalion remains in its cur-
rent state. 

Re-roll failed Reform rolls if  the Battalion is within 
6”/15cm of  its Brigade or Divisional General.

Rolls against a Battalion’s Reform number are not 
re-rolled for being Shattered.

seconD RefoRM AutoMAticAlly succeeDs
If  a Battalion takes two successive Reform Actions, 
the second automatically succeeds.
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sPIke guns
“Snap your lance and use the head as a spike”, suggested Henri helpfully. “Pound it into the touch hole with 
one of those cannon balls.”
“You break your lance if you want to”, Jacques ducked as musket ball spanged off the English cannon they 
had captured. “I’m not riding around in a battle without a weapon!”
Jacques searched amongst the detritus of the battery, looking for anything left behind by the gunners that 
he could use to wreck the gun. There was no harness, so they couldn’t drag it away. There didn’t seem to 
be anything small enough to block the touch hole. Frustrated, Jacques even briefly considered stuffing the 
barrel with gun powder to see if it would burst, but quickly gave up on that idea. There was no way he was 
going to light the fuse of a gun set to blow up, even if he could find something to light it with!
“Quick, mount up!”, called Henri. “We’ve got to go!”
Jacques looked over to where the rest of the squadron had been milling around the British square, firing 
their pistols and carbines, unable to break in. Now, the lancers were breaking off, running from the unrelent
ing volleys pounding them with the regularity of a drumbeat. If he left the cannon as it was, the gunners 
would soon run out of the square and open fire on the retreating lancers. Still, another glance around gave 
no inspiration.
“Hurry up! They’re coming!”
 The cannon would have to wait.

A Spike Guns Action allows troops to attempt to 
carry off  or destroy enemy Artillery Batteries that 
they have overrun.
When an Artillery Platoon has been Overrun (see 
page 30), they remain in place and must be spiked 
or drawn off  to destroy them. Otherwise the owning 
player can recover them (see page 30) and put them 
back into service.
A Battalion that is Shattered may not take a Spike 
Guns Action.

sPike guns
When a Battalion takes a Spike Guns Action, roll a 
die for each Platoon:

 ● On a score of  5+, the Platoon spikes or car-
ries off  an Overrun Artillery Platoon within 
2”/5cm. The Artillery Platoon is Destroyed and 
removed from the table.

 ● Otherwise the platoon is unable to complete its 
task and the artillery is unharmed.
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reActIons
The horses shifted nervously under their riders. The flankers who had been skirmishing with the Austrians 
were galloping past the hussars’ line, fleeing a charge by their Austrian counterparts. The horses, wanting to 
follow the herd, were restive. One gave a pig jump, scattering his neighbours and drawing some choice curses 
from the hussar he’d nearly bucked off. Settling, the line straightened again.
With the skirmishers dispersed, the leading Austrian squadron crested the rise in front, moving swiftly at a 
canter, sabres drawn. At a trumpet call and with a cry of “Urrah!”, they broke into a gallop, straight for the 
French hussars.
Despite his many battles, Lieutenant JeanMarie Delacroix still felt the impossibility of standing against the 
onrushing tide of horses. Every nerve screamed at him to turn and flee before he was ridden down. The 
tension was broken when his troop’s trumpeter blared out ‘Au Pas de Charge!’. Spurring his horse, Delacroix 
launched himself at the Austrians pelting towards him, a hundred troopers at his back.
Having picked his man, a small, darklooking hussar with enormous moustachios and long black braids, 
Delacroix levelled his sabre at the man’s chest. A quick parry as the two lines of horsemen crashed through 
each other, then a thrust, and his opponent was dispatched. Reigning his horse about, the Lieutenant found 
himself face to face with another Austrian hussar, raining blows that numbed his sword arm as he desperately 
parried them. So intent was the Austrian on his prey, he didn’t see the Frenchman who stabbed him from 
behind. A quick nod of thanks to his saviour, and Delacroix sought out another opponent.

During your opponent’s turn, your troops can react 
to nearby events, defending themselves from a charge 
by shooting or countercharging, forming square to 
resist cavalry, or fleeing to avoid contact.

When you cAn ReAct
A Battalion may React when the opposing player 
declares a second Action for an enemy Battalion or 
group of  Battalions while within 12”/30cm of  the 
reacting Battalion.
Before the opponent takes the Second Action, the 
reacting player declares that one or more of  their 
Battalions will React.
Possible Reactions are:

 ● Shoot (page 50),
 ● Countercharge (page 51), or 
 ● Change Formation (page 52).

A Battalion cannot React if  it is Shattered.

DisoRDeR
If  you choose to React to to an enemy Action, roll a 
die for each battalion reacting:

 ● If  the score is less than or equal to the Battalion’s 
React without Disorder (Line, Double Line, Skirmish 

Line, March Column, Attack Column, or Square) 
number, the Battalion reacts without disorder-
ing itself.

 ● Otherwise, at the end of  the Reaction, the Battalion 
is disordered (see page ???)

Remember to re-roll failed rolls to Retain Order 
if  the reacting Battalion is Solid.

shoot ReAction
A battalion engaged in a brutal short-range fire-
fight will respond to enemy fire by shooting back. 
Likewise, a battalion facing down a charge can react 
by shooting, attempting to disorder the enemy 
enough to weaken or even prevent the charge.

A Battalion taking a Shoot Reaction shoots in the 
same way as a Battalion taking a Shoot Action 
(see page 37).
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counteRchARge ReAction
A battalion facing a charge may elect to meet the 
enemy half  way by countercharging, rather than 
standing and receiving the charge at the halt.
When countercharging, a Battalion moves half  of  its 
Charge Move distance towards charger, then the charg-
ing Battalion charges as to meet it in the middle.
When resolving the Charge Action (see page 23), 
treat both sides as charging Battalions, resolving 
their tests to Stand and Fight (see page 27) 
simultaneously.

If  both sides break and run (or if  Cavalry Squadrons, 
break through), then neither will pursue and both will 
re-roll failed Rally from Disorder rolls to avoid being 
Destroyed or running off  the table.
If  a Cavalry Squadron breaks and runs while the 
opposing Battalion does not, it will not break through, 
but will break and run as normal.

infAntRy cAnnot counteRchARge cAvAlRy
An Infantry Battalion cannot countercharge a Cavalry 
Squadron (although it can charge one).

COUNTERCHARGE REACTION

When the enemy declares a charge as their second 
Action, you may countercharge as a reaction.
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The countercharging Battalion moves half of their 
Charge Move towards the charging Battalion.
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The charging Battalion then moves into contact with 
the countercharging Battalion.

Both Battalions are now charging, so roll to stand 
and fight at the same time.
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If two Cavalry Squadrons both fail to stand and fight, 
they will break through each other.
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If one Cavalry Squadron stands and fights and 
another does not, it will break and run as normal 
rather than breaking through.
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chAnge foRMAtion ReAction
A battalion caught in the wrong formation can 
attempt to change formation in response to enemy 
activity. For instance, successfully changing into 
square when charged by cavalry gives a battalion 
much greater staying power. On the other hand, a 
mucked up formation change could leave them more 
vulnerable.
A Battalion taking a Change Formation Reaction chang-
es formation in the same way as a Battalion taking a 
Change Formation Action (see page 44).


